Microbubble Administration Accelerates Clot Lysis During Continuous 2-MHz Ultrasound Monitoring in Stroke Patients Treated With Intravenous Tissue Plasminogen Activator
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Background and Purpose—We sought to evaluate the effects of administration of microbubbles (MBs) on the beginning, speed, and degree of middle cerebral artery (MCA) recanalization during systemic thrombolysis and continuous 2-MHz pulsed-wave transcranial Doppler (TCD) monitoring.

Methods—We evaluated 111 patients with acute stroke attributable to MCA occlusion treated with intravenous tissue plasminogen activator (tPA). Thirty-eight patients were treated with tPA plus continuous 2-hour TCD monitoring plus 3 doses of 2.5 g (400 mg/mL) of galactose-based MBs given at 2, 20, and 40 minutes after tPA bolus (MB group). These patients were compared with 73 patients who were allocated to receive tPA plus continuous 2-hour TCD ultrasound (US) monitoring (tPA/US group) or tPA plus placebo monitoring (tPA group), most of whom were enrolled in a previous study of US-enhanced thrombolysis. The beginning, degree, and time to maximum completeness of recanalization during the first 2 hours of tPA bolus were recorded.

Results—Median prebolus National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score was 18. Eighty patients (72%) had a proximal and 31 (28%) a distal MCA occlusion on TCD. Thirty-seven patients (33%) received tPA/US, 38 (34%) received tPA/US/MB, and 36 (32%) were treated with tPA alone. Stroke severity, time to treatment, location of MCA occlusion, and presence of carotid artery disease were similar among groups. Two-hour recanalization was seen in 14 (39%), 25 (68%), and 27 patients (71%) in the tPA, tPA/US, and tPA/US/MB groups, respectively (P=0.004). Two-hour complete recanalization rate was significantly (P=0.038) higher in the tPA/US/MB group (54.5%) compared with tPA/US (40.8%) and tPA (23.9%) groups. The time to beginning of recanalization after tPA bolus was 26±18 minutes in the tPA/US group and 19±12 minutes in the tPA/US/MB group (P=0.12). Four patients (3.6%) experienced symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage: 2 (5.5%), 1 (2.7%), and 1 patient (2.6%) who received tPA only, tPA/US, and tPA/US/MB, respectively, experienced symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage. At 24 hours, 31%, 41%, and 55% of tPA, tPA/US, and tPA/US/MB improved 4 points in the NIHSS score.

Conclusions—Administration of MBs induces further acceleration of US-enhanced thrombolysis in acute stroke, leading to a more complete recanalization and to a trend toward better short- and long-term outcome. (Stroke. 2006;37:425-429.)
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The Combined Lysis of Thrombus in Brain Ischemia Using Transcranial Ultrasound and Systemic TPA (CLOTBUST) trial has recently demonstrated that continuous 2-MHz transcranial Doppler (TCD) ultrasound (US) monitoring of an acute intracranial artery occlusion safely enhances systemic thrombolysis in stroke patients.1 US-enhanced thrombolysis is based on the ability of US to induce reversible changes in the fibrin mesh creating microstreams of plasma through the thrombus and accelerating the transport and penetration of tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) into the clot, resulting in a more complete and faster clot dissolution.2 Microbubbles (MBs) are small air- or gas-filled microspheres with specific acoustic properties that make them useful as US contrast agents for sonographic examinations. In diagnostic US, MBs create an acoustic impedance mismatch between fluids and body tissues, increasing the reflection of sound. Experimental studies have shown that US-accelerated thrombolysis may be further enhanced by administration of
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MBs.3–6 Low-frequency US with high power has been demonstrated to produce cavitation and fluid motion into the thrombus.3,5 MBs, by acting as cavitation nuclei, lower the amount of energy needed for cavitation. Application of high-acoustic-pressure US has been shown to induce nonlinear oscillations of MBs, leading to a continuous absorption of energy until the bubbles explode, releasing the absorbed energy.7 Thus, US-mediated MB destruction may further accelerate the clot-dissolving effect of US.

The synergic effect of US and MBs on sonothrombolysis has been demonstrated in clinical studies in patients with arteriovenous dialysis graft thrombosis.8 However, whether MBs further accelerate US-enhanced systemic thrombolysis in stroke patients remains unknown. Therefore, we sought to investigate the effects of galactose-based MBs on the beginning, degree, and time to maximum completeness of middle cerebral artery (MCA) recanalization during systemic thrombolysis and continuous 2-Hz pulsed-wave TCD monitoring.

Methods

Our target group consisted of patients with acute ischemic stroke admitted within the first 3 hours after symptom onset. Stroke onset was defined as the last time the patient was known to be without any neurological deficit. A total of 226 consecutive patients with a nonlacunar stroke involving the vascular territory of the MCA were evaluated. Of these, 210 (92.9%) underwent urgent carotid US and TCD examinations. Thirty-four patients (15%) were excluded from the study because of insufficient acoustic temporal window or absence of any residual flow in the MCA for TCD examination. We excluded patients who were taking anticoagulants (n=22), experienced dramatic spontaneous neurological improvement (n=28), or showed early signs of infarction (>33% of the MCA territory on baseline CT (n=15). Finally, 111 patients (49.1%) with a documented MCA occlusion on TCD who received intravenous tPA in a standard 0.9-mg/kg dose within 3 hours of symptom onset were included in the study. The first 73 consecutive patients were randomly allocated to be treated with tPA alone (tPA group) or tPA plus 2-hour continuous 2-MHz TCD US monitoring (US group). Randomization was performed at a 1:1 ratio. Most of these patients had taken part in a previous trial of US-enhanced thrombolysis in acute stroke.1 After the end of this trial and as part of a pilot protocol was approved by the local ethics committee.

All patients underwent a standard neurological examination, ECG, blood chemistry, extracranial carotid US, and noncontrast CT before treatment. The CT scan was repeated in all patients at 24 to 48 hours (or earlier when rapid neurological deterioration occurred). Transcranial and transesophageal echocardiography and Holter ECG were performed when clinically indicated. With the use of clinical, radiological, cardiac, and US test results, each patient was assessed, by an experienced stroke neurologist, according to modified Trial of Org 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment (TOAST)9 criteria to determine stroke subtype.

Clinical Assessment

We assessed clinical stroke severity at baseline and at 24 hours after symptom onset by means of the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score, which was conducted by a neurologist or a senior neurology resident not involved in sonographic information and video-trained and certified for application of the NIHSS.10 Early neurological deterioration or improvement was defined as an increase or decrease of $\geq 4$ points on the NIHSS score during 24 hours from baseline assessment.10 An intracranial hemorrhage was considered symptomatic (SICH) if the patient had clinical deterioration causing an increase of $\geq 4$ points on the NIHSS and if the hemorrhage was likely to be the cause of neurological deterioration. Modified Rankin Scale11 (mRS) was used to assess clinical outcome at 90 days. We defined good outcome as mRS score $\leq 2$.

TCD Assessment

A standard TCD examination was performed in the emergency department on admission before tPA administration with the use of 1-channel 2-MHz equipment (TCD 100 mol/L, Spencer Technologies, and DWL Multidop x 4). TCD assessment was performed by 2 certified sonographers with extensive experience in monitoring recanalization in acute stroke. A standard set of diagnostic criteria was applied to diagnose arterial occlusion. Proximal MCA occlusion was defined as the presence of minimal flow signal throughout the MCA at an insonation depth from 45 to 65 mm, accompanied by flow diversion in the ipsilateral anterior cerebral artery and posterior cerebral artery, according to the Thrombolysis in Brain Ischemia (TIBI) grading system.12 Distal MCA occlusion was defined as blunted or dampened signals (TIBI 2 or 3) in the symptomatic artery with $<30\%$ flow compared with the contralateral MCA and flow diversion signs in ipsilateral neighboring arteries.

After the site of MCA occlusion was identified, continuous monitoring of the residual flow signals was performed with a Marc 500 head frame (Spencer Technologies) to maintain tight transducer fixation and a constant angle of insonation. The depth with the worst residual flow (TIBI 1 to 3) as measured on the TIBI scale was selected for display. Continuous TCD monitoring of recanalization was conducted during the first 2 hours of tPA administration. In patients who received tPA alone, recanalization was assessed by serial brief TCD recordings performed during the first 2 hours after tPA bolus. Changes on TCD in each patient were determined by 1 rater using direct visual control of monitoring display. An additional TCD examination was performed if neurological worsening was detected within the 24 hours after stroke onset.

Recanalization on TCD was diagnosed as partial when blunted or dampened signals appeared in a previously demonstrated absent or minimal flow. Complete recanalization on TCD was diagnosed if the end-diastolic flow velocity improved to normal or elevated values (normal or stenotic signals).12 The time from tPA bolus to maximum completeness of recanalization (partial or complete) during continuous 2-hour TCD monitoring was recorded. The speed of clot lysis during continuous TCD monitoring was categorized into sudden and slow according to previously published criteria.13 No change in the abnormal waveforms indicated that no recanalization had occurred. Recanalization after administration of MBs was defined as a sustained flow improvement that persists after the end of the flow signal enhancement effect of MBs (Figure 1).

Statistical Analysis

The analysis was performed with the use of SPSS 9.0 software (SPSS Inc). Statistical significance for intergroup differences was assessed by the 2-tailed Fisher exact test and Pearson $\chi^2$ test for categorical variables and Student $t$ test, Mann–Whitney $U$ test, and Kruskal-Wallis test for continuous variables. A level of $P<0.05$ was accepted as statistically significant.

Results

A total of 111 patients (52 men and 59 women) with an acute ischemic stroke attributable to MCA occlusion treated with intravenous tPA within $<3$ hours of stroke onset were studied. Demographic data, risk factor profile, and baseline clinical findings are shown in the Table. Mean age was 69.6 $\pm$ 12.2 years (range, 31 to 87 years). Median NIHSS score on admission was 18 points (interquartile range, 15 to 19 points). The time elapsed between symptom onset and drug administration was 156.4 $\pm$ 37.4 minutes (range, 81 to 178 minutes). The door-to-
The time to beginning of recanalization after tPA bolus was 26 ± 18 minutes in the tPA/US group and 19 ± 12 minutes in the tPA/US/MB group \( (P = 0.12) \). Recanalization started after the first, second, and third MB dose in 8 (29%), 14 (52%), and 5 patients (19%). In the 75 patients who were continuously monitored with TCD, the time from tPA bolus to the maximum completeness of recanalization was 47 ± 32 minutes; the time from tPA bolus to recanalization was significantly \( (P = 0.022) \) shorter in patients who received tPA/US/MB (33 ± 21 minutes) than in those who received tPA/US (56 ± 37 minutes). During the first 2 hours of tPA bolus, 14 patients (13%) recanalized suddenly, 31 (32%) recanalized in a stepwise manner, and 21 (18%) recanalized slowly.

During the first 24 hours of stroke onset, 51 patients (46%) improved, 20 (18%) experienced clinical worsening, and 40 (36%) remained stable. The proportion of patients who achieved clinical improvement at 24 hours tended to be higher \( (P = 0.065) \) in the tPA/US/MB group than in the tPA and tPA/US groups. At 24 hours, 31%, 41%, and 55% of tPA, tPA/US, and tPA/US/MB patients, respectively, improved > 4 points in the NIHSS score. The median mRS score at 3 months was 3 points (interquartile range, 1 to 5). The proportion of patients who achieved independence (mRS

![Figure 1. Arterial recanalization after administration of MBs. Spectral waveforms from a proximal left MCA occlusion are shown. Pretreatment TCD showed residual flow (TIBI 1 at an insonation depth of 57 mm). Administration of MBs (arrow) during sonothrombolysis was followed by a sudden complete and sustained recanalization (TIBI 5). Recanalization after administration of MBs was defined as a sustained flow improvement that persists after the end of the flow signal enhancement effect of MBs.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Data, Risk Factor Profile, and Baseline Clinical Findings of the Series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline NIHSS score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose, mg/dL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP, mm Hg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP, mm Hg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelet count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal occlusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe carotid disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door-to-needle time, min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to treatment, min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SBD indicates systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; INR, international normalized ratio.

![Figure 2. Degree of arterial recanalization at 2 hours of tPA bolus. Although the overall rate of recanalization at 2 hours was similar \( (P = 0.65) \) between patients who received tPA/US/MB (71%) and those treated with tPA/US (68%), the rate of complete recanalization was significantly \( (P = 0.038) \) higher in the tPA/US/MB group (54.5%) than in the tPA/US (40.8%) and tPA (23.9%) groups.](image)
score ≤2) at 3 months tended to be higher in the MB group (56%) than in the US (47%) and tPA (32%) groups (P=0.073).

Four patients (3.6%) experienced SICH. The occurrence of SICH appeared unrelated to US monitoring or MB administration. Two (5.5%), 1 (2.7%), and 1 patient (2.6%) who received tPA only, tPA/US, and tPA/US/MB, respectively, experienced SICH. Asymptomatic intracranial hemorrhage (HI1-HI2) was detected on control CT in 22 patients (19.8%). Asymptomatic hematomas were located in all cases in the deep MCA territory. Six (16%), 7 (19%), and 9 patients (23%) who received tPA only, tPA/US, and tPA/US/MB, respectively, showed asymptomatic hemorrhage on control CT.

Moreover, the administration of 3 boluses of 400 mg/mL of Levovist during tPA infusion was well tolerated in all patients without any complication potentially attributed to MB administration.

Discussion

The present study demonstrates that MB administration safely accelerates US-enhanced thrombolysis, leading to a more complete degree of arterial recanalization, which was reflected in a trend toward better clinical course and long-term outcome in patients receiving MBs during sonothrombolysis.

Experimental and clinical studies have consistently demonstrated the capability of US to potentiate enzymatic thrombolysis. Administration of MBs may further accelerate the clot-dissolving effect of US by lowering the energy needed for cavitation. Moreover, administration of MBs has been shown to directly harm the clot surface, inducing penetrating forces and shear stress, which may promote high power jetting into the clot. Tachibana and Tachibana first described the effect of echo-contrast agents on clot lysis. These authors observed in an in vitro model that the combination of tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), low-frequency US (170 kHz), and MBs resulted in an increased rate of fibrinolysis at 60 minutes compared with urokinase plus US or urokinase alone.

The bioeffect of US-mediated MB destruction on clot lysis has been demonstrated even in the absence of thrombolytic drugs, with the use of a variety of echo-contrast agents in combination with low-frequency, high-power US. Recently, in an in vitro study a high rate of clot lysis was observed with the combination of high-frequency commercially available US (2-MHz), and galactose-based air-filed MBs (Levovist). The present study demonstrates that the administration of galactose-based MBs during continuous 2-MHz US monitoring may influence the completeness of tPA-induced MCA recanalization. Our findings are in agreement with a recent pilot study by Viguer and al. in 8 patients with proximal MCA occlusion, showing a high rate of recanalization (50%) when tPA, MB infusion, and 1-hour continuous transcranial color-coded sonography monitoring were combined. On the other hand, we observed a higher rate of sudden recanalization in the MB group (21%) than in those patients who did not received MBs, which is in consonance with experimental studies showing that destruction of MBs by US is associated with clot dissolution rather than clot fragmentation.

Although US contrast agents have been shown to be safe when given in acute stroke patients, safety information of these agents in the setting of stroke thrombolysis is limited. In the present study the administration of 3 boluses of 400 mg/mL of Levovist was well tolerated in all patients without systemic complications. Moreover, neither continuous 2-MHz US monitoring nor the combination of US plus MBs increased the rate of SICH compared with tPA alone. This is in contrast to the increased rate of SICH observed in stroke patients treated with tPA plus low-frequency (300 kHz) US. In fact, safety appeared to be better in the 2-MHz US study CLOTBUST (SICH rate 4.8%) compared with the Transcranial Low-Frequency Ultrasound-Mediated Thrombolysis in Brain Ischemia (TRUMBI) trial (SICH rate 35%), which used 300 kHz US. Unlike high-frequency US, low-frequency US application may cause mechanical distortion of the human brain microvessels, leading to vessel disruption. Daffertshofer et al have hypothesized that reverberations of the long-wavelength US inside the head may produce “hot spots” of US energy. Our observations indicate that US contrast agents may be administered safely during sonothrombolysis with high-frequency US.

Several factors may influence the effect of MBs on sonothrombolysis, including bubble size, stability of the bubble in bloodstream, and the concentration of MBs in the front of clot degradation. Room air–filled MBs are less stable than MBs filled with heavy-molecular-weight gases (eg, sulfur hexafluoride or perfluoropropane), which decrease solubility and improve bubble lifetime. Moreover, these second-generation MBs have much smaller diameters than room air–filled MBs, which improve passage of the pulmonary capillary bed. Furthermore, serial bolus administration may ensure a massive arrival of MBs striking the offensive clot compared with continuous MB infusion. Whether second-generation MBs are more effective than galactose-based air-filled MBs requires further investigation.

This study has certain limitations. Patients were not randomized to receive tPA+US+MBs and were not treated at the same period of time as the other groups. Although baseline characteristics were similar among treatment groups, imbalance cannot be ruled out because of the small sample size. Moreover, the small size precludes the assessment of the effects of MBs among stroke subtypes. Furthermore, because the present study was focused on patients with MCA occlusion, our findings should not be extrapolated to patients with stroke involving other vascular territories. Finally, in our study the assessment of recanalization by the sonographers was unblinded. Therefore, future studies should include an independent evaluation of recanalization with MR or CT angiography.

In conclusion, this exploratory study demonstrates that administration of MBs further enhances US-augmented systemic thrombolysis in acute ischemic stroke, leading to a more complete arterial recanalization and to a trend toward better short- and long-term outcome. Therefore, a multicenter randomized trial of MB-enhanced sonothrombolysis in acute stroke is warranted.
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